
 

 

Mossend Primary School – Where Stars Shine Brighter 

 

Schools have been tasked with developing creative, imaginative and innovative ways to 

ensure continuity of learning for our children. 

Mossend Primary School have made quickly available a range of resources for all ages on 

our website with both online and offline tasks, we have setup dedicated support requests to 

make life easier for resetting lost passwords or technical help and we have committed to 

delivering remote learning with qualified teachers direct to your home, for however long 

our unplanned closure lasts.  

Looking ahead we know that soon the novelty of working from home may wear of for some 

children and parents/carers may begin to struggle to motivate children to continue their 

learning online, therefore we have adapted our in-house ‘Reach for the Stars’ system to 

provide incentive and motivation for home learning. 

 

How it works 

1. Children upload their completed work to the Online Team – this could be activities     

       completed from the Storytime sessions, Code It or taught writing sessions.  This is for work    

       that is uploaded to our team and a photo of offline tasks would be suitable.   

 

2. Completed work earns the pupil a virtual gold star.           

 

3. Each Friday at 3pm everyone who earned a star that week will be entered into an online 

randomiser and a name selected, that child will win a £5 Amazon voucher.   

 

4. The more work you upload, the more stars you earn. The more stars you earn, the greater 

number of chances you have of winning.  

 

5. Amazon vouchers would be emailed to the parent/carer of the child and can be spent online 

at www.amazon.co.uk on a variety of items that can be delivered directly to your home.  

Your child will also earn a superstar certificate as evidence of their achievement.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/

